
Seamlessly transition from old to new technology while protecting both your 
business and the planet. By leveraging Dell’s long-standing security expertise and 
commitment to sustainability, you can responsibly resell, recycle or return to lease 
your legacy IT equipment and shift your focus to what’s next. 

THE BEST VALUE  
FOR YOUR BUSINESS  
AND THE PLANET
Asset Recovery Services

Return any brand. We’ll take back all of your owned or 
leased hardware, no matter where it came from.

Leave the logistics to us. We’ll handle every detail from 
pick up to final reporting, so you can stay focused on your 
core business. 

Keep your data safe. We’ll sanitize* devices in strict 
alignment with the NIST SP 800-88r1 standard to ensure 
data doesn’t fall into the wrong hands.

Unlock value. Your aging asset may have more value than 
you think. We’ll resell your equipment and send the money 
back to you.

Protect the planet. If your asset has no value, we’ll 
recycle it in compliance with local regulatory guidelines. 

Peace of mind, on-demand. Customize and download 
status reports to keep track of your services from 
anywhere. Data sanitization, confirmation of disposal,  
and resell/recycle reports are at your fingertips.

Conveniently 
manage the entire 

process through our 
centralized online 

portal.



See how much your equipment might be worth

Request an appraisal today >>

         A commitment to the planet

At Dell Technologies, sustainability is at the heart of everything we 
do. By 2030, for every product a customer buys, Dell plans to reuse or 
recycle an equivalent product. Partner with us to help achieve your 
own sustainability goals, because when we give back to our planet,  
it leads to progress for all.

* For more information, please see the Dell Media Sanitization Statement. Dell makes no recommendations regarding the customer’s security needs or 
representations regarding the effectiveness of one method of data removal over another. It is the customer’s responsibility to protect any confidential or sensitive 
information contained on its hard drives recovered by Dell. Availability varies by product and country. 
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Learn more about Asset Recovery Services

Safeguard your reputation
Our top priority is keeping your sensitive data safe. We sanitize* all devices in strict alignment with the NIST SP 
800-88r1 standard. If devices cannot be fully sanitized, we destroy the drives to prevent data recovery. For an  
extra level of security, we offer onsite data sanitization services where by devices are sanitized before the 
equipement leaves your facility, as well as onsite hard-drive shred where data bearing devices are disposed of 
through physical destruction in an environmentally friendly way. All details are reported through our online portal, 
giving you transparency and peace of mind along the way.

Fund new innovation
As you deploy new technology, don’t let your existing equipment depreciate on the desk. Think ‘out with the 
old, in with the new’ to maximize residual value and streamline the IT lifecycle. You can even get a real-time 
assessment of the value of your legacy assets through our online portal. 

Recycle responsibly
You may be done with your IT equipment, but chances are, it has more to give. Assets with no value are recycled 
in compliance with regulatory guidelines around the world, helping you avoid the negative publicity from improper 
disposal, while ensuring the materials are given new life. Together, we can take meaningful steps towards prioritizing 
reuse and diverting e-waste from landfills. 

Hassle-free lease return
Don’t get caught in a bind when you reach the end of your equipment lease. Dell can help transport your used assets 
back to the company from which they were leased. We can also perform data sanitization as an add-on service.

A partner you can trust
Dell has offered secure asset recovery services for businesses around the world for more than 25 years.  
We have the scope, scale and proven compliance expertise to manage the entire asset disposition process, 
saving you from multi-vendor headaches and ensuring corners are never cut.

             

https://tdm.dell.com/portal/about-asset-recovery
http://i.dell.com/sites/doccontent/corporate/corp-comm/en/Documents/media-sanitization.pdf?newtab=true
http://www.delltechnologies.com/ars

